Fidelity National Timeshare’s (FNT) team of industry experts provide constant innovation, powerful expertise, and a wealth of experience to enhance your efficiency, effectiveness, and bottom line by simplifying your timeshare transactions from start to finish. Whether you need traditional escrow and title services, agency support, inventory tracking, default management assistance, trustee services, or other customized solutions, we’ve got you covered.

Driven by the philosophy that each and every project is unique and requiring its own specialized support from a title insurance partner, FNT customizes its menu of services to fit the needs of each individual development or project. From the simplest to the most complex timeshare transaction, FNT provides reliability, responsiveness, and security to their clients.

Fidelity National Financial, Inc. (NYSE: FNF), FNT’s parent company, has tremendous financial strength and is backed by reserves of more than $1.7 billion—the largest in the industry. The only company in the core title insurance industry to be recognized as a Fortune 500 Company, FNF claims-paying ability provides customers’ peace of mind and consistently earns ‘A’ ratings or higher from Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, Fitch, and A.M. Best.